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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Sri Lanka
1. Dilrukshi Handunnetti, senior deputy editor, Ceylon Today,
   Colombo dilrukshihandunnetti@yahoo.com
2. Senel Wanniarachchi, columnist/reporter, The Nation, Pita-Kotte,
   senel.wanniarachchi@gmail.com
3. Prasanna Cooray, freelance journalist, Colombo, prasannacooray77@gmail.com

Bangladesh
4. Mir Mostafizur Rehman, chief reporter, The Independent, Dhaka mirmostafiz@yahoo.com
5. Touhidur Rahman, staff reporter, The Daily Janakantho, Dhaka touhidra@yahoo.com
6. Md. Tawfique Ali, senior staff reporter, Daily Star, Dhaka tawfiquea@gmail.com
7. Syed Zain al-Mahmoud, deputy editor, UNB/Dhaka Courier, Dhaka
   zain.syed08@yahoo.com

Afghanistan
8. Rezwan Natiq, investigative journalist, Tolo News, Kabul, rezwan_natik@hotmail.com

Nepal
9. Basant Prasad Thapaliya, reporter, Mirror(Nepal News Network), Kathmandu,
   basanta.thapaliya68@gmail.com
10. Pitambar Sigdel, senior reporter, Annapurna Post, Kathmandu, pitam200@gmail.com
11. Chhatra Karki, senior correspondent, Nagarik, Kathmandu, karkichhatra@yahoo.com
12. Kriti Bhiju, correspondent, Republica, Kathmandu, kriti.bhiju@gmail.com
13. Hom Prasad Lamsal, senior correspondent, Image Channel, Kathmandu,
    info@imagechannels.com
14. Harisharan Lamichhane, Chief Media Architect, Media Development Group,
    radio4peace@gmail.com

Maldives
15. Hamdhoon Rashad, senior editor, Maldives Broadcasting Corporation, Male,
    hamdhoon.rashad@mbc.mv

Bhutan
16. **Sonam Lhamo**, Senior Reporter, Bhutan Broadcasting Service, Thimphu, sonamhamo@gmail.com
17. **Tenzin Namgyel**, reporter, Kuensel, Thimphu, tenamgyel@gmail.com
18. **Rabi Dahal**, senior journalist, Bhutan observer, Thimpu, rabi.dahal@yahoo.com.au

**J&K**
19. **Athar Parvez Bhat**, freelancer, Srinagar, atharparvaiz.ami@gmail.com

**HP-Uttarakhand**
20. **Gitesh Tripathi**, reporter, Aaj Tak, Almora, gitesh_media@rediffmail.com
21. **Ganesh Rawat**, reporter, Sahara Samay, Nainital, grawat1@gmail.com

**UP**
22. **Anil K Ankur**, principal correspondent, Hindustan, Lucknow, ankurdwivedilko@gmail.com
23. **Kulsum Talha**, freelancer, Lucknow, neelofarmustafa@yahoo.co.in
24. **Biswaajeet Banerjee**, bureau chief, The Pioneer, Lucknow, biswajeetbanerjee@gmail.com
25. **Pankaj Singh**, senior staff reporter, Hindustan, Bareilly, ps2198@gmail.com
26. **Manoj Bhadra**, correspondent, UNI, Lucknow, manojuni@gmail.com

**West Bengal**
27. **Jayanto Basu**, senior correspondent, The Telegraph, Kolkata, jayantabasu.cal@gmail.com
28. **Amitava Gupta**, chief sub-editor, Anando Bazar Patrika, Kolkata, amiamitava@gmail.com
29. **Rina Mukherji**, freelancer, rina_mukherji@yahoo.com
30. **Bappaditya Chatterjee**, correspondent, Business Economics, Kolkata, bappaditya@businesseconomics.in

**Manipur, Nagaland, Mizoram**
31. **Ahanthem Chitra**, features writer, Imphal free press, Imphal, ahanthem.chitra@gmail.com
32. **Vishu Rita Krocha**, Eastern Mirror, Kohima, ritakrocha@yahoo.com
33. **Zikpiu Pachau**, TV journalist, Aizwal, zikpuii.pachau@yahoo.com

**Assam**
34. **Urmimala Bhattacharjee**, senior correspondent, Seven Sisters Post, Guwahati, urmi.bh@gmail.com
35. **Dileep Chandan**, editor, Asam Bani, Guwahati, dileepchandan@rediffmail.com

**Chhattisgarh**
36. **D. Shyam Kumar**, special correspondent, Central Chronicle, Raipur, shyamkumar.d0@gmail.com
37. **Sunil Kumar**, editor, Daily Chhattisgarh, Raipur, editor.chhattisgarh@gmail.com

**Odisha**
38. **Bijay Misra**, freelancer, DD, Bhubaneswar, bijaymishrabijaymishra@gmail.com
Andhra Pradesh
39. V Rajagopal Sharma, news bureau chief, Prajashakti, Hyderabad, praja.sarma@gmail.com
40. Mahammed Rafi, district correspondent, TV5, Guntur , mahammedrafi1969@gmail.com
41. CVLN Prassad, senior correspondent, Andhra Jyotji, Hyderabad, prasadcvln@gmail.com

Karnataka
42. Kumara Raitha, senior reporter, Vijayvani, Bengaluru, K.raitha@gmail.com
43. Ganadhalu Shrikantha, sub-editor/reporter, Prajavani, Bengaluru, ganadhal@gmail.com
44. Sangamesh Menisinakai, senior correspondent, The New Indian Express, Hubli, sangameshchilly@gmail.com
45. Shrinivasa M, Senior Reporter, Deccan Chronicle, Bengaluru, shrinivasa.sri@gmail.com

Goa
46. Raju Nayak, editor, Lokmat, Panaji, nayakraju@gmail.com
47. Nishitha Nair Shrivasthava, senior correspondent, Goa Herald, Panaji, nishitha@herald-goa.com

Maharashtra
48. Shailesh Malode, programme executive-science, AIR, Nashik, shailsh.malode@gmail.com.
49. Sandeep Pai, senior correspondent, DNA, Mumbai, paisandy@gmail.com
50. Bhavesh Brahmankar, correspondent-cum-copy editor, Maharashtra Times, Nasik, bhavesh.brahmankar@timesgroup.com
51. Sadanand Patil, Daily Pudhaari, sadanandjal@gmail.com

Kerala
52. M Sudha, special correspondent, Times of India, Kochi, sudhanambudiri@gmail.com
53. Saifudeen K.A, sub editor/correspondent, Madhyamam Daily, Allepey, kasaiufdeen@gmail.com
54. Lipson Philip, correspondent, Deepika Daily, Thiruvananthapuram, lipsondeepika@gmail.com
55. R Suji, reporter, Asianet, Thiruvananthapuram, sujithr@asianetnews.in
56. Abdul Jalal, sub editor, Malayala Manorama, Kozhikode, sujithr@asianetnews.in

MP
57. Ruby Sarkar, special correspondent, Deshbandhu, Bhopal, sarkar.ruby@yahoo.com, ruby.journalist@gmail.com

Tamil Nadu
58. R Malaramuthan, city news editor, Dinamalar, Chennai, malaramuthan@gmail.com
59. Priya Menon, senior correspondent, Times of India, Chennai, priyadevanshu@gmail.com

Rajasthan
60. Sudhir Mishra, executive editor, Dainik Bhaskar, Udaipur, sudhir.mishra@raj.bhaskarnet.com